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The Revelation Space sequence of Welsh author Alastair Reynolds (b.1966) is a series of novels and short stories with a reputation for gloominess and ‘gothic miserablism’ (Jeffries, 2009). Indeed, the Revelation Space sequence initially confounds stereotypical reader expectations about the effectiveness of individual and group agency by instead seeming to propose the irrelevance of free will in a fictional universe governed by inviolable physical laws. Which is to say that humanity in the Revelation Space sequence can never escape a bleak end no matter what its characters seem to do. Nevertheless, a conflict exists between the inability of Reynolds’s immediate protagonists to alter the fate of the human race and the compatibilist (or softly deterministic) efforts of other faceless, futuristic human factions to actively ensure their survival by manipulating the past. Despite the prevalence of deterministic principles on a universal scale, the actions of such figures – in line with current thinking in theoretical physics – suggests that the neurobiological decision-making, and the consequent actions, of individuals and groups can indeed have an appreciable impact, if only on a multi-universal scale through the creation of altered histories and independent timelines. Thus Reynolds’s Revelation Space sequence proposes a compromise between the determinism described by classical physics and the ‘mere randomness’ offered by quantum mechanics (Hodgson 86). 
This article will focus on the manner by which, throughout the series, Reynolds offers an intricate working-through of philosophical questions associated with the implications of choice, possibility, and inevitability, a series of experiments conducted through the medium of fiction by a novelist with a background in astrophysics. Specifically, it examines how the Revelation Space sequence functions as a laboratory of sorts, an examination of complex processes and theories from real-world physics (particularly those of physicists Hugh Everett III and David Deutsch, the latter prominently namechecked in the series; Reynolds 2002 109) through a rich fictional tapestry which is itself underpinned by a contentious metaphysical – and increasingly physical full stop – debate over the primacy of intuitively felt freedom or material determinism. An important consideration here is the issue of scale. As space opera, Reynolds’s experiment readily considers the effect of free will on an interstellar level but also, in more circumspect fashion, links this to the neurobiological implications of quantum mechanics (as theorised by Rodger Penrose, ‘one of the most respected mathematical physicists of his generation,’ and by philosophers such as David Hodgson and Michael Lockwood, among others; Al-Khalili 2003 258). 
The Revelation Space sequence comprises the loose trilogy of novels Revelation Space (2000), Redemption Ark (2002), and Absolution Gap (2003), standalone novels Chasm City (2001) and The Prefect (2007), as well as the twin novellas Diamond Dogs, Turquoise Days (2003) and the short story collection Galactic North (2006). The series is set largely during the years 2200 and 2727 (but with the story ‘Galactic North’ concluding in 40,000 AD), and presents a future history of humanity’s expansion into local space and beyond. Over several hundred years, humanity splinters into many factions. Among the most prominent are the transhumanist Conjoiners, who develop many of the advanced technologies so central to the series. Human activity eventually attracts the destructive attention of the Inhibitors, an alien machine intelligence. The Inhibitors (who serve as the author’s explanation for the Fermi Paradox) are dedicated to the eradication of all sentient life above a certain technological threshold until after the predicted collision between the Milky Way and Andromeda galaxies three billion years in the future. Human civilisation, with the aid of alien technology and serial interventions from their own devastated future(s), eventually prevail over the Inhibitors only to later fall victim to a rogue terraforming system known as the Greenfly which, ultimately, destroys them in the timeline followed by the series. The sequence concludes with Humanity abandoning local space entirely for new colonies in the Pleiades.
Reynolds, a three-time nominee for the Arthur C. Clarke Award, and winner of the British Science Fiction Award for Best Novel (for Chasm City), follows a long tradition of science fiction writers with a background in space science.1 He studied astronomy at Newcastle before going on to earn his PhD at St Andrews in Scotland. In 1991, he moved to Noordwijk in the Netherlands where he spent 16 years working for the European Space Research and Technology Centre, part of the European Space Agency (Adams and Kirtley 2012; Lee 2009). His work there involved a ‘series of telescope projects: designing instruments, building software, analysing data and producing numerous technical papers’ (Lee). In particular he was part of the team developing the ‘ultra-sensitive S-Cam device to detect energy changes in space’ (Jefferies 10). Relevant to his later work on the Revelation Space sequence, this camera’s pixels were ‘cooled down to almost absolute zero. They were superconducting quantum devices,’ he explains, ‘they could give you an enormous amount of insight into very rapid energetic processes out in space’ (Waters 2007). Since leaving the ESA, Reynolds has pursued writing full-time in a fashion analogous to the best scientific explorations, driven by ‘an aesthetic sense of something that [has] not yet been written’ (Slocombe 2016). As he says, ‘I really struggle to pinpoint whether I became a scientist because I like science fiction, or did I gravitate to science fiction because I identified strongly with scientists’ (Adams and Kirtley). 
It is therefore unsurprising to discover that, while the conventional characteristics of space opera (spaceflight, alien worlds, machine intelligences, and so forth) are ‘the starting point for Alastair Reynolds’s novels’, they are refined by their author’s hard science background and aesthetic (Butler 2003 384). ‘A work of sf is hard sf if a relationship to and knowledge of science and technology is central to the work,’ says Kathryn Cramer, and certainly Reynolds is one of the authors (along with contemporaries such as Stephen Baxter, Peter Hamilton, or Hannu Rajaniemi) who has embraced this ‘least respected’ form of science fiction and transformed it into ‘a bravura display of effects looted from every interesting branch of contemporary science – quantum technology, emergence theory, and cosmology’ (Cramer 2003 187; Harrison 2002 21). The Revelation Space series also fulfils the most important of David Hartwell’s criteria for the sub-genre, that ‘hard sf relies, at some point in the story, on expository prose rather than literary prose, prose aimed at describing the nature of its particular reality’ (Hartwell 1994 30). In the case of Reynolds, this reality is circumscribed by physical processes and carefully specified limits, with a particular emphasis on the accuracy of physical and technical content in the descriptive material (within, naturally, the larger context of his fictional work’s artistic licence). Such material can be enjoyed merely as the trapping of the genre but, once unpacked, reveals itself as a fundamental structuring principle behind his writing.
The most obvious example of this is the manner in which Reynolds – like Poul Anderson in Tau Zero (1970) – largely respects the speed of light in his fiction. He frequently uses this constraint for both plot purposes and as a motivation for his characters (not just in this series but also in House of Suns, 2008, Pushing Ice, 2005, or On the Steel Breeze, 2013). Combining the two in Revelation Space, for instance, Khouri’s separation from her husband is ensured by ‘nothing less than the underlying structure of the universe, its physical laws, which had conspired to bring her this moment of horror and loss’ (Reynolds 2000 40). While faster than light travel is theoretically possible in the Revelation Space universe, it is ‘very, very inadvisable’ (Reynolds 2002 371). In practice, it is so dangerous that almost no species utilise it and most encountered aliens (such as the race known as the ‘Grubs’) choose instead to ‘crawl between the stars’ (371). That said, much of Redemption Ark is concerned with humanity’s hubristic efforts to circumvent this disadvantage by back-engineering Grub technology and exploring ‘state transitions,’ the ‘more exotic quantum-vacuum manifolds’ which allow them to ‘suck some of the inertia out of matter and, ‘depending on the field state’ to ‘keep sucking it out until the matter’s inertial mass becomes asymptotic with zero’ (370). Beneath this technobabble the intentions of Reynolds’s characters are grounded in realistic physical problems: how to more quickly and more easily change the velocity of the novel’s immense spacecraft, especially close to the speed of light where acceleration no longer follows classical equations. For the reader, this has the effect of transforming the latter portions of Redemption Ark into, for all intents and purposes, a dramatization of Special Relativity. 
Yet where Relativity is arguably the most developed form of classical physics, that is the deterministic science predicated on mathematics and experiment rather than on speculation and observation, much of what sets Reynolds’s Revelation Space sequence apart is its endorsement of quantum mechanics and its implications. Unlike classical physics which, as David Hodgson says, describes a universe wherein ‘any event at any location in space-time is wholly determined by events within its past’ (and so leaves little room for free will), quantum mechanics proposes a universe in which ‘causation was not entirely local’ and the ‘past plus laws of nature did not determine outcomes unequivocally’ (Hodgson 85-86). Such indeterminism is of course unattractive to ‘neuroscientists or philosophers’: they point out that the indeterminism suggested by quantum mechanics is ‘hardly conducive to rational choice,’ something entirely consistent with the often questionable decisions of Reynolds’s characters (86). Though most scientists admit that in the relatively hot, moist environment of the brain ‘decoherence will rapidly destroy any macroscopic quantum superposition,’ a minority maintain that ‘quantum mechanics is important for understanding higher brain functions, e.g. for the generation of voluntary movements (free will), for high-level perception and for consciousness’ (Koch and Hepp 2006 611). Reynolds himself would seem to wryly acknowledge this with the brains of a number of Revelation Space’s most prominent decision-makers kept as cold as possible. For instance, Captain John Brannigan of the ‘lighthugger’ Nostalgia for Infinity is refrigerated to only a few microkelvin above absolute zero to prevent the spread of a dangerous plague.2 Meanwhile the critically injured Galiana, the leader and creator of the transhumanist Conjoiners (as well of as the technology which makes it possible to receive messages from the future, and thus responsible for the setting the sequence as a whole in motion), is sustained in ‘reefersleep’, a form of cryogenic hibernation throughout Redemption Ark.




Absolution Gap opens with an epigraph from physicist and astronomer Sir James Jeans: ‘The universe begins to look more like a great thought than a great machine’ (Jeans 1930 137). The quote is extracted from a longer, more telling passage in Jeans’s volume The Mysterious Universe: ‘The stream of knowledge is heading towards a non-mechanical reality; the universe begins to look more like a great thought than like a great machine. Mind no longer appears as an accidental intruder into the realm of matter; we are beginning to suspect that we ought rather to hail it as the creator and governor of the realm of matter’ (Jeans 137). It is a philosophical statement which privileges free will (thought) over determinism (the great machine) and which anticipates the concept of the quantum mind (the idea that quantum mechanical processes lie at the root of consciousness) by several decades. Thus Jeans, who had ‘a tremendous influence on securing the acceptance of the quantum theory’ explored by Reynolds, serves as one of the presiding intelligences behind the scientific content of the Revelation Space sequence (Milne 1947 580). His ‘stream of knowledge’ readily maps itself onto humanity’s messages from the future while his wariness of ‘mechanical reality,’ a universe which is no more than ‘a fortuitous jumble of atoms’ and ‘destined to perform meaningless dances for a time under the action of blind purposeless forces,’ is a description which fits the Inhibitors, antagonists of the Revelation Space sequence as a whole (Jeans 136).   
The Inhibitors are ‘intelligent machinery’; they appear as ‘starfaring devices of immense age’ capable of disassembling entire star systems and chasing down civilisations across interstellar distances (Reynolds 2002 260). They are the physical embodiment of hard determinism and they see the development and evolution of the galaxy in terms of ‘initial conditions’ (266). Unlike Jeans, the Milky Way to them is merely ‘a machine for making metals, and thereby complex chemistry, and thereby life’ (267). The Inhibitors are survivors of a war billions of years earlier (possibly the victorious race which has transferred itself into machine forms) who have dedicated the intervening eons to supressing the emergence of intelligent life in the galaxy. Their reasoning for this is an analysis of the initial conditions of the universe and the physical laws around them from which (using computational abilities and information about the universe far in excess of what science can imagine today) they have constructed a model of the future. ‘Maximally’ informed in this fashion, they cannot ignore the collision of the Milky Way with Andromeda predicted to occur 4 billion years from now (Shanks 1993 21).4 The implication of the entire Revelation Space sequence is that there is ‘nothing the humans could do in the long run. No way to outgun the Inhibitors, except on a very local scale. Think galactically, think beyond the immediate handful of solar systems, and it was already over’ (Reynolds 2003 303). The Inhibitors, as frighteningly advanced as they are, therefore function as an analogy for Alan Turing’s universal computing machine, albeit the ‘physical version’ (the ‘Church-Turing principle’) conjectured by David Deutsch in 1985: a computational ‘black box’ which is ‘functionally indistinguishable from f’’ where f is a physical system (Deutsch 1985 99). In fact, Reynolds regularly describes the Inhibitors as ‘black machines,’ ‘black structures,’ and ‘black masses’ which are always cube shaped (Reynolds 2002 11). 
A Turing machine is a hypothetical device representing a mechanical process which can be applied to a mathematical statement in order to determine if it is provable or not. Since Turing first described it in a 1936 paper, it has become a cornerstone of modern computer science (Turing 1937 230). A universal Turing machine is a Turing machine capable of simulating any other Turing machine and, as a concept, is often considered the origin of the stored program computer which is, essentially, what the Inhibitors represent.5 Turing machines operate from an ‘infinitely long memory tape’ but, in contrast to the quantum machine, can only access one segment of that at a time (Deutsch 1985 103). The Turing machine, like the Inhibitor assault on the planet Resurgam in Redemption Ark, thus takes time to operate; its tape is ‘in motion during computations’ and each computational step is subject to a mechanism which moves the tape ‘according to signals transmitted at finite speed’ (103). This is reflected too in the way individual Inhibitor segments combine and recombine as the situation demands. Therefore the Inhibitors are Turing machines, yes, (albeit cubes rather than the squares marked on Turing’s tape) though for the most part they are not Turing test compliant (that is capable of demonstrating intelligence equivalent to, or indistinguishable from humans; though they do, on occasion, generate a higher order organising intelligence to guide particularly troublesome exterminations). As such they suffer from a ‘fatal disadvantage’ despite their vast databases of information; ‘they do not distinguish true knowledge from mere information content’ (114). They are incapable of the creative – one might say irrational – leaps made by human beings. Reynolds’s thought experiment – with an increasing emphasis on thought – thus pits a deterministic intelligence against the inventive and free-willed human imagination, a universal Turing machine vs a quantum consciousness.6 Crucially, Reynolds conducts his experiment not simply across the local volume of human inhabited space but across the interconnected branes of the multiverse. Drawing on the Many-Worlds Interpretation of quantum physics as proffered by Hugh Everett in 1957, the physical reality of Reynolds’s Revelation Space novels – confirmed by Redemption Ark and Absolution Gap – ‘consists of a collection of universes,’ in effect a ‘multiverse’ of parallel and independent realties which, in certain cases, can communicate with another (Deutsch and Lockwood 1994 54). 
Faced with the Inhibitor threat, and by definition being intensely quantum creatures motivated by the irrationality of consciousness, a defeated humanity in the far future resolves to cheat. They seek to alter their past and so improve their probability of survival by transmitting information back in time to just prior to the timeframe of the sequence, taking it upon themselves to redirect the ‘epistemological arrow of time’ in a manner which, surprisingly, ‘the laws of physics do not forbid’ (Deutsch 1985 103; Deutsch and Lockwood 1994 50). Put another way, Reynolds has his characters manipulate what Deutsch terms the ‘Q-logical depth’ of a quantum state, the ‘running time of the shortest’ quantum computer program ‘that would generate the state from a blank input’: in this case radically reducing the amount of time necessary for humanity to get out into space (Deutsch 1985 114). Messages received from the future comprise ‘instructions for making things, clues or signposts that pointed in the right direction’ along with ‘edicts or warnings,’ and a sense of great, impending evil: the Inhibitors or, as the Conjoiners refer to them, the wolves (Reynolds 2002 110). Receiving this information through her experimental technology, ‘Galiana learned enough to make the first starship drive’ via the manipulation of quantum wormholes (506). Later came instructions for construction of the co-called ‘Hell Class’ weapons and thus, to an appreciable degree, the roots of the series in Revelation Space itself. As the Conjoiner Skade tells Redemption Ark protagonist Nevil Clavain:

In our original history we had neither of these advantages. We did not achieve starflight until a century later than the Sandra Voi’s first flight. Our ships were slow, heavy, fragile, incapable of reaching more than a fifth of light-speed. The human expansion was necessarily retarded. In four hundred years only a handful of systems were successfully settled. Yet still we attracted the wolves, even in that timeline. The cleansing was brutally efficient. This version of history – the one you have known – was an attempt at an improvement. The pace of human expansion was quickened and we were given better weapons to deal with the threat once it arose. (506)

Despite these gifts, the decimation occurred again in the revised timeline and so, as Skade reveals, ‘our future selves tried another tweak’ (506). 
This time they ‘reached back only into the recent past, intervening much later in Conjoiner history’ (507). First came a warning to stop using Conjoiner engines, as they could be tracked by the Inhibitors, and later ‘clues’ to build ‘stealthed drives’ and eventually ‘information regarding the construction of inertia-suppressing machinery’ (507). Crucially, Reynolds circumvents the potential paradoxes of the future interfering with the past by reliance on Deutsch, the first to mathematically describe the workings of a quantum computer and a proponent of Everett’s Many-Worlds Interpretation of quantum physics. Deutsch, who ‘published his thoughts two hundred years before Galians’s experiments’ in a landmark 1985 paper on ‘the universal quantum computer’, argued that ‘the way to view time was not as a flowing river but as a series of static snapshots stacked together to form space-times in which the flow of time was only a subjective illusion’ (Deutsch 1985 97-117; Reynolds 2002 109). As Reynolds puts it, this Everettian model of reality ‘explicitly permitted past-directed time travel with the preservation of free-will and yet without paradoxes’ through the use of a ‘Closed Timelike Curve’ or CTC (Reynolds 2002 109; Deutsch 1985 115; Deutsch and Lockwood 1994 53). The catch which allows Reynolds’s deterministic thought experiment to take place is Deutsch’s assertion that a particular future can only ever communicate with the past of another, parallel universe (Deutsch and Lockwood 50-56). A consequence of this is a side-stepping of the so-called ‘knowledge paradox’ (with ‘knowledge’ used ‘in an extended sense’; a ‘scientific article, a piece of machinery, and a living organism all embody knowledge’) which threatens to violate the principle that ‘knowledge can come into existence only as a result of problem-solving processes’ (53). Time travel, or even Reynolds’s transmission of messages as ‘half-hearted echoes, corrupted like Chinese whispers’, appears to allow knowledge to flow from the future to the past ‘without anyone or anything ever having to grapple with corresponding problems’ (Reynolds 2002 110; Deutsch and Lockwood 53).
As Deutsch puts it in an article co-written with philosopher Michael Lockwood, ‘classical physics says, unequivocally, that on arriving in the past [a time traveller] must do the things that history records her doing. Some philosophers find this an unacceptable restriction of her “free will”’ (Deutsch and Lockwood 52). Indeed, Deutsch acknowledges that ‘classical physics in the absence of CTCs is deterministic: what happens at any instant is wholly determined by what happens at any earlier (or later) instant. Accordingly, everything we do is an inevitable consequence of what happened before we were even conceived. This determinism alone is often held to be incompatible with free will’ (53). Yet ‘classical physics says there is only one history’ (53). The action of Redemption Ark in particular is motivated by a rejection of classical constants (inertia being the most prominent example) for an understanding of the universe based upon properties ‘of the quantum vacuum in which matter is embedded’. At the quantum level, Reynolds writes, space-time is ‘a seething foam of rich interactions: a broiling sea of fluctuations, with particles and messenger particles in constant existential flux, like glints of sunlight on ocean waves’ (Reynolds 2002 245). It is a surprisingly poetic description of the foundational fabric of the universe as theorised in the 1950s by John Wheeler (who also coined the terms ‘black hole’ and ‘wormhole’). Classical physics demands consistency (you cannot alter the past unless your actions were always meant to become part of the past) but quantum mechanics ‘can resolve the paradoxes of time travel’ (Deutsch and Lockwood 54).
The depiction of quantum physics in Reynolds’s fiction therefore reveals itself as an aesthetic choice motivated by realistic physical laws which is intended to rule out clichéd SF storylines ‘such as the grandfather paradox, in which the time traveller inadvertently or on purpose performs an action that causes her future self not to exist’ (Lloyd 2001). That the physical laws predicated on quantum mechanical processes which he builds his narrative around are, at least initially, improbable sounding, helps to energise his science fiction. So too does his approach to questions of scale and the relationship between classical physics and quantum mechanics. With the reminder that this is a thought experiment and not an actual representation of reality, Reynolds’s Revelation Space universe is seen to operate a tripartite structure where classical physics, the ‘entropic universe’ of the characters, is sandwiched between smaller and larger scales on which the effects of quantum mechanical processes are apparent (Reynolds 200 306). On the smallest scale are the phenomena of entanglement and superposition which, for the purposes of this argument, are presumed to underlie the neurobiological activities resulting in the consciousness of Reynolds’s characters (crucially, Penrose theorises that these processes, the apparent randomness which leads to conscious thought, is indeed compatible with a universe which is deterministic7). On the largest scale is the Everettian multiverse, a ‘single, convoluted space-time consisting of many connected universes’ bridged by the Closed Timelike Curves through which Reynolds’s characters acquire information from parallel futures by exploiting what Deutsch and Lockwood call ‘the Quantum Physics of Time Travel’ (for yes, while it is true that quantum processes occur primarily on nanoscopic scales, Reynolds’s multiverse is here classified as a quantum mechanical phenomenon on the basis of the Many-Worlds Interpretation; Deutsch and Lockwood 50 55). 
Between these scales is the level on which Reynolds’s protagonists are actually carrying on their lives, a single universe in which classical physics predominates and determinism defines the ‘state of the entire physical world’ (with ‘world’, in this instance, being understood as the ‘universe’; Van Inwagen 1975 185). It is tempting to think of this as the human level but, beyond being that ‘which is most easily accessible to our senses’, it is in actuality a ‘repudiation of every human gesture’ (Deutsch 2002 2911-2923; Reynolds 2002 194). It is a level on which:

(a)	For every instant of time, there is a proposition that expresses the state of the world at that instant.
(b)	If A and B are any proposition that express the state of the world at some instants, then the conjunction of A with the laws of physics entails B. (Van Inwagen 186)

In other words it is a scale of existence on which the Inhibitors predominate, a deterministic universe in which humanity is doomed if it plays by the rules of traditional spacetime. This intermediate, ‘classic’ level of scale is confirmed in Absolution Gap where humanity is contacted by a race known as the Shadows. These beings claim to be from a parallel brane, or universe, to our own, a place where they are being ‘harried by machines that turned stars green’, a threat familiar to readers of ‘Galactic North’ as the Greenfly terraforming systems (Reynolds 2003 693). Although ‘under the ruling paradigm of brane theory, the message must have come from the present,’ Reynolds implies that the Shadows have been disguising ‘the even stranger truth’ of their existence (694). They are, the novel suggests, another faction of future humanity reacting to the changed timeline of the sequence’s universe in a manner different from their predecessors (528). 
Unlike the future humans of Redemption Ark, the Shadows eschew CTCs as their signalling medium and instead communicate via ‘gravitons, the messenger particles of gravity (351-352). Therefore it is possible that they are from the future of the protagonists’ own timeline, a future which – as per the implications of brane theory – has ‘folded back upon itself’ within its larger multidimensional context (352).8 Though this might at first seem like a radical departure from the previously established physical laws underpinning the rest of the Revelation Space sequence, the possibility in fact upholds the structure of Reynolds’s universe as sketched above. If the Shadows are indeed humans communicating from the future of the protagonists’ own timeline then they are subject to the implications of the grandfather paradox: they cannot cross over because their presence would fundamentally alter their own past and engender dangerous contradictions (as opposed to Deutschian communications via CTC which results in the creation of a parallel history). ‘Will some strange paralysis grip her whenever she tries to enact certain intentions?’ Deutsch and Lockwood ask of any notional time traveler (Deutsch and Lockwood 50). It sounds silly – worse, it implies an inherent conflict with quantum consciousness – but it is exactly what happens in Absolution Gap. The novel’s protagonist, Aura, is faced with the choice of allowing the Shadows through or not. To do so may help defeat the Inhibitors but the Shadows may pose a greater threat. Her vacillation on this point acknowledges the quantum indeterminacy of her own mind but, though she appears to be (and believes she is) acting autonomously and exercising free will, the universe in ‘the absence of CTCs is deterministic’ (53). Classical physics ‘says there is only one history, so try as she might to do other than what history dictates’ Aura is compelled to act out her part (53). Her indeterminacy collapses into a fixed state, a decision, and she allows the destruction of the emissary sent by future humanity. In this case, attempted time travel within a single brane has led to the laws of the deterministic, macroscopic universe overriding the scale of quantum consciousness. Or, put another way, ‘consistency requires the autonomy principle to fail’ (53). 
In choosing the wrong medium (though having done so, presumably, because their digitized selves could not be transmitted cleanly via CTC), the Shadows corroborate our reading of Reynolds’s multiverse. Yes the destiny of civilisations can be altered in the Revelation Space sequence but only in adjacent universes. Thus Reynolds’s thought experiment at once transforms the ‘unacceptable restriction’ on free will demanded by classical physics from a philosophical problem into a scientific and engineering challenge. His fiction proposes a situation where free will is irreconcilable with classical physics but where determinism, in turn, is incompatible with Everett’s Many-Worlds Interpretation of quantum physics. Reynolds’s universe may be deterministic but, as Redemption Ark implies, his multiverse is clearly predicated on the existence of free will. In his depiction of Deutschian communication between the future of one universe and the past of another, Reynolds challenges the ‘obsolete classical worldview’ (56). Classical physics are no longer ‘the ultimate laws they appeared to be, rather mere statutes or regulations to be adhered to most of the time’ and, like any computational device, changing the input results in a changed output (Reynolds 2002 281). Changing the past may not be possible but changing a past is, and it is that knowledge which, as Jeans wrote, ‘compels us to revise our hasty first impressions that we had stumbled into a universe which either did not concern itself with life or was actively hostile to life,’ which certainly could be the initial impression of a reader picking up Revelation Space or Redemption Ark for the first time (Jeans 1930 137).
The key to this is ‘Exordium,’ a Conjoiner undertaking ‘central to what was happening now’ and which, fittingly, relies on human thought itself to operate (Reynolds 2002 218). If quantum mechanics at its most basic is the mathematics of calculating probabilities, then Exordium is Reynolds’s effort to load the dice. The experiments – the ‘results of which were useful, incredibly useful but they were also too disturbing’ (92) – are ‘an attempt to achieve unification between consciousness and quantum superposition,’ that is to amplify the effects of quantum consciousness (93). In practice this is a means of receiving information ‘sucked out of the future’ through which the Conjoiners are able to identify ‘a coming crisis’ (Reynolds 2007 112; Reynolds 2002 93). It is not prognostication per se, but instead a means for Reynolds to play out the implications of Deutsch’s quantum model for Closed Timelike Curves, one which allow for the existence of communication between parallel realities. Matter ‘in a state of quantum superposition is entangled, in a ghostly sense, with every particle that has ever existed or ever will exist’ (Reynolds 2002 506). According to the Conjoiners, this was achieved by an effect called ‘the “retrocausal probability function” was generated by future versions of the same dreamers plugged into the Exordium machine further down the timeline. It took the minds of those selfsame dreamers to shape the nebulous Exordium data into coherent predictions about things yet to happen’ (Reynolds 2007 187). Technobabble again, yes, but terminology drawn from the language of quantum mechanics and so offering a cybernetic extrapolation of contemporary quantum computing – specifically the principle of the quantum Turning machine, whereby the traditional bits of information, either 1s or 0s, exist in a state of superposition; they are both 1 and 0 (and all points in between) – resulting in computers which, unlike the classical variety, can perform millions of calculations simultaneously. 
The ‘simplest explanation’, in the Revelation space universe at least, is that ‘the quantum computers were sharing the task between infinite copies of themselves, spread across parallel universes’ (Reynolds 2002 108). Parallel universes have long been ‘at least one conceptual underpinning of quantum theory,’ probably ‘the most successful physical theory in terms of breadth, correctness and variety of its predictions’ (Reynolds 2002 108; Zeilinger 1986 16). Everett’s Many-Worlds Interpretation of quantum mechanics implies that ‘physical reality consists of a collection of universes, sometimes called a multiverse’ and ‘if something can happen, it does – in some universe’ (Deutsch and Lockwood 53). The parallel universe is by now also a well-worn trope in science fiction, and parallel realities or, if you prefer, the Everettian universe, are a recurring topic of Reynolds’s writing, apparent in near-future stories such as ‘Signal to Noise’ and ‘Cardiff Afterlife’.9 They are further integral to the backstory of the Revelation Space universe. Early in the fictional history of the Conjoiners, Galiana decided to adapt quantum computing principles ‘and do something similar with human minds’ (Reynolds 2002 108). Exordium is a means of ‘coupling one or more augmented brains to a coherent quantum system’, putting them ‘into weak supposition with their own parallel-world counterparts’ (or, perhaps more accurately, their neural implants are placed in a state of quantum superposition with those of their parallel selves; 108). A ‘room full of faceless human components, smaller parts plugged into a larger machine’, Exordium manifests as ‘a state of consciousness akin to lucid dreaming’, a kind of ‘quantum periscope’ allowing sleepers to peer into the ‘murky, fog-shrouded seas of overlapping future states’ and report ‘what they saw’ (Reynolds 2007 159 187 112).
Through Exordium, participants become aware of ‘something stretching ahead’, a ‘long white corridor stretching out towards infinity,’ a ‘corridor into the future’ (Reynolds 2002 109). Though one cannot transverse this corridor, ‘one could stand at its end and listen for messages that came down it’. Reynolds’s description of the Exordium experience is reminiscent of the ‘corridors to the past’ theorised by Deutsch, the aforementioned ‘Closed Timelike Curves’ – naturally or artificially generated distortions or tears in space-time – via which it is possible to communicate with the past of a parallel universe identical to that from which the message originated up to the moment of its arrival, a universe which is thereafter different because of the presence of new information (Deutsch and Lockwood 52). In some respects it is similar to the communications device utilised by the species known as the Grubs which is discovered at the end of Chasm City, a machine containing ‘all the information which ever would have been received’ (Reynolds 2001 537). ‘Deep in their future – deep in what is still the future of the characters – the Grubs merge their records into something they call the ‘Galactic Final Memory’, a ‘kind of vast, living archive’ (538). The archive ‘keeps in touch with all the past and future versions of itself down to the present epoch and deeper into our past’ (538). Information is locked via the imprint of ‘the gravitational background radiation of the universe’; it cannot be read until the device satisfies itself that the gravitational background is the same (538).  Thus the messages of Galactic Final Memory have, in Deutsch’s words, ‘an intrinsic order, defined by their contents and by the real laws of physics’ (Deutsch 1997 272).
While the Grub communications device falls more on the fictional than the factual end of Reynolds’s SF spectrum, it serves an important function within the novels: it is the control in Reynolds’s thought experiment. The technology betrays its creators’ own strongly deterministic (one might say fatalistic) view of the universe, something which is translated into the Grub’s defeatist strategy of abandoning their planets and hiding from the Inhibitors in the cold depths between the stars. For them, everything that is happening isn’t simply predestined, it is determined; it has already happened as it already exists, time-stamped and stored in memory. They accept the physical truth of the universe around them (going so far as to use it as a postmark and a time-lock) but in doing so they also accept the implications of that universe up to and including defeat by the Inhibitors. By contrast, humanity’s response to the crisis is strongly proactive. In the present of novels such as Redemption Ark and Absolution Gap they seek out new weapons and strategies to hold their own against the Inhibitors, even on a local scale; meanwhile, in the future of the series as a whole, they seek to redirect the arrow of time in a more suitable direction. Each new universe their interventions create is as determined by past events as the original, yes, but they are no longer isolated systems; their conditions have been manipulated by the conscious thoughts and decisions of human beings. Where the Grubs accept their fate, humanity rejects deterministic principles and exploits physical laws, phenomena, and technological advancement to champion free will.
Obviously Reynolds’s investigation is one which a present day scientist cannot carry out. Equally it is a thought experiment for which a philosopher may find themselves scientifically ill-equipped. As a scientist-novelist, however, Reynolds is able to play out an informed simulation of free will’s impact on large scale deterministic systems and to do so multiple times. Indeed, Exordium functions as a version of Deutsch’s ‘universal quantum computer’ in that, unlike the Turing style computations of The Inhibitors, it is ‘capable of perfectly simulating every finite realizable physical system’ – every possible future – with ‘arbitrarily high but not perfect accuracy’ (Deutsch 1985 102). It is also deceptive in its simplicity, consisting of only two components: ‘a finite processor’ – the human mind – ‘and an infinite memory of which only a finite portion is ever used’ – Reynolds’s ‘finite bandwidth’ between Exordium and the future (Deutsch 1985 102-103; Reynolds 2002 110). Moreover, it is consistent with Deutsch’s Closed Timelike Curves which ‘get used up if repeatedly transversed’ (Deutsch and Lockwood 54). A traveller on a CTC will ‘meet everyone who has ever travelled, or will ever travel’ on the same loop, says Deutsch, and this is represented by Reynolds in the description of the Exordium communications as ‘intermingled and threaded with dozens of intervening messages’ (Reynolds 2002 110; Deutsch and Lockwood 52). It is, in effect, the corollary of Deutsch and Lockwood’s belief that ‘knowledge and creativity have been successfully translated into the language of physics’ (Deutsch and Lockwood 56).
	Should the point be lost on the reader of the novels, Reynolds offers an in-universe model of his experiment and so flags his intentions within the narrative itself. In the heart of the Conjoiner Mother Nest, a massive and intricate armillary sphere, lives Felka, ‘the product of an aborted experiment in foetal brain manipulation’ raised as a daughter by Galiana and Clavain, and one of the few characters with first-hand experience of the Exordium experiment (Reynolds 2002 76). She is a natural choice for Reynolds to use in that she literally lies at the heart of the story; each of the Mother Nest’s rings layers rotates to simulate gravity in descending half-gee increments as one moves towards the core, a null-gee bubble in which Felka dwells at the centre of all in what is pointedly referred to as her ‘laboratory’. Her placement here ought to be no surprise to the reader as she has been central to the Revelation Space universe since its earliest days. First introduced in the story ‘The Great Wall of Mars’ as a Conjoiner savant with an affinity for patterns and emergent phenomena (seen again in the story ‘Glacial’), Felka is gradually socialised via exposure to Clavain but suffers a setback after her encounter with Exordium.10 In Redemption Ark, however, she assumes the characteristics of an authorial surrogate: she is locked away by herself, engrossed in creative projects (in her case the carving of wooden toys); she has been involved in the development (one might say the emergence) of the narrative from its beginning; and, most important, she herself is ‘in the middle of running an experiment’ on the relationship between free will and determinism (Reynolds 2002 103).
In the aftermath of her encounter with Exordium, Felka seeks to make sense of her experience by first constructing a replica of an ‘analogue computer which was designed to model the flow of money through an economy’, but it is a machine ‘too ruthlessly deterministic to throw up any genuine surprises’ (103). So she builds a new machine of ‘entirely her invention’, a glass fronted maze filled with flaps, shutters, and trap doors connected by ‘a delicate system of spring-loaded wooden levers’ (102). Into this she introduces mice who quickly took ‘divergent paths at the first few junctions and were now meters apart nosing through their own sections of the labyrinth’ (102). Though mice are not conscious in the way human beings are they serve as ‘random agents, chaos on legs’ (103). Her machine is designed to ‘exploit them, using their unpredictable scurrying to nudge it from state to state’ (with ‘state’ a non-trivial term in quantum mechanics; 103). For Felka, the flaps and trapdoors are effectively logic gates, active components of a computational system while the mice themselves are the carriers of bits – of information – and their individual decisions have an appreciable effect on just how this information is delivered: 

When a mouse pushes past a flap the movement caused the levers to shift. The movement would often be transmitted across the maze, causing a shutter to open or close one or two meters away from the original trigger point. Another mouse, working its way through a remote stretch of the maze, might suddenly find its way blocked where previously it had been clear. Or the mouse might be forced to make a decision where previously none had been required […] It was quite possible that the choices of the second mouse would activate another trigger system, causing a distant reconfiguration of another part of the maze. (102)

In a classical computer, one would not be ‘interested in the network’s state during computational steps’ however in a quantum computer, utilising superposition and entanglement, this is precisely what provokes the interest of physicists (Deutsch 2002 2913). 




Felka’s removal from her experiment in Redemption Ark is compounded by her removal from the narrative prior to the action of Absolution Gap. With the death of other key Conjoiners (including Galiana and Redemption Ark antagonist Skade), the connections to Exordium are broken. There are, in other words, no more mice to tip into the maze – no new information from the future – and the deterministic reality of a single universe again begins ‘oscillating around one state’: the extinction of humanity (103). While the messages obtained through Exordium allow the iteration of human civilization followed by Reynolds to – after substantial losses – survive long enough to gain new allies and to eradicate the Inhibitors from their space, doing so leads to a new chain of cause-and-effect.122 This fresh set of initial circumstances from which singular history plays out according to its deterministic rules asks the reader to once more question the role and relevance of free will within the sequence as a whole. Removing the Inhibitors opens an ecological niche, so to speak, for another kind of self-replicating machine: the human-built Greenfly which, as depicted in ‘Galactic North’, disassemble whole star-systems and construct trillions of vegetation-filled domes from their rubble, exactly the threat described by the Shadows in Absolution Gap. Read in concert, that novel’s epilogue and the short story – which projects the Revelation Space universe through the thirty-fourth, forty-second, and ninety-eighth centuries before concluding some forty millennia in the future – suggest that humanity is still doomed; the arrow of time has been bent but not far enough away from history’s apparently determined course. 
The irrelevance of free will on a local universal level is foregrounded in this by the conclusion of Absolution Gap, which hinges on Aura’s choice about whether to parlay with the Shadows or not. These future humans wish to cross over into the timeframe of the novel’s protagonists (it is no accident that Absolution Gap begins with a bridge) and a choice is made to deny them (with the same bridge very spectacularly destroyed in the novel’s closing chapters). Aura chooses – though, as discussed, her exercise of free will here is problematized on account of the grandfather paradox – not to allow the Shadows carry out their plan in the hopes of preventing the extinction of humanity, however, within a single universe governed by classical physics – that is a universe without new Exordium communications from the future – her choice is immaterial and humanity ends up ‘fragile and on the brink of extinction’ anyway (Jeffries). Though the specifics may be different (destruction by the Greenfly instead of the Inhibitors), the deterministic universe appears to course correct to the state that Jeans dreaded, falling – like the outcome of Felka’s mice maze often does without its ‘external kick’ – into ‘a kind of orbit’ around its previous state: the end of human civilisation (Reynolds 2002 103). The epilogue of Absolution Gap and the accompanying future history of ‘Galactic North’ therefore reinforce the hierarchical structure of Reynolds’s thought experiment: In it, the quantum multiverse dominates all, but, constrain access to that scale and the deterministic laws of individual universes reassert themselves to overwhelm the free will engendered by the quantum consciousness of their inhabitants except in extreme circumstances. 
As such it is no surprise that some critics have claimed Reynolds’ universe is ‘more important to him than his characters’ (Wagner 2005). Yet it is fairer to say that his universe is one of his characters, arguably the central protagonist of the whole Revelation Space sequence. His human cast are therefore ‘all players in something larger than any of us can readily grasp. Unwilling players, perhaps, but then it has always been thus’ (Reynolds 2002 389). In accepting this, Reynolds’s thought experiment proposes a framework by which the seemingly irreconcilable positions of determinism and free will can logically co-exist. Though Reynolds’s work is fictional, he uses quantum mechanics to circumvent the constraints of determinism in a manner not regularly considered by philosophers but which is, increasingly, a topic of debate by theoretical physicists. Like faster than light travel, free will is possible within Reynolds’s Revelation Space universe but is both dangerous and technologically complex. It requires a practical application of quantum mechanics far beyond today’s physics and, once that advantage is removed, his individual universes collapse back into a deterministic state. 
Thus an outstanding use of the novel and the novel sequence as a working through of complex ideas in fictional form – in particular it allows Reynolds to dramatize the physical and philosophical theories of David Deutsch – the Revelation Space universe offers a perspective on determinism and free will underpinned by its author’s professional knowledge of speculative technological concepts as well as the implications of current work in the field of quantum mechanics. He uses the tools available to him as a writer to undertake the kind of experiment which neither the philosopher nor the scientist is capable of conducting. As physicist Kip Thorne puts it, ‘much of the forefront of theoretical physics deals with situations so extreme that there is no hope to probe them experimentally,’ something one might readily extend to the trickier philosophical problems such as the question of free will and the relevance of quantum mechanical processes to consciousness (Thorn 1993 1).11 Like the Hades matrix – Revelation Space’s massive alien ‘parallel-processor’ – the series is connected ‘to the future and past versions of itself’ (Reynolds 2000 522 524). It looks back to the tradition of science fiction writers who are also working scientists questioning the nature of our universe through a rigorous adherence to known science. But it also gestures forward to humanity’s deepening understanding of the universe by fictionally speculating past the limits of what physical theory would strictly allow. In that way, Nostalgia for Infinity is not simply the name of a prominent spacecraft within the sequence but a mission statement for Reynolds’s Revelation Space project as a whole, a body of work which is science fiction in the truest sense.
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 Prominent science fiction authors with scientific backgrounds include Arthur C Clarke, who worked on radar during World War II and, later, on orbits; Isaac Asimov who studied biology; Larry Niven who studied mathematics; Gregory Benford who is on the faculty of the Department of Physics and Astronomy at the University of California, Irvine. Among Reynolds’s closer contemporaries, Stephen Baxter holds degrees in mathematics and engineering, while Paul McAuley is a botanist by training. 
2 A ‘lighthugger’, in Revelation Space parlance, is an enormous spacecraft which travels just below the speed of light. Built by the Conjoiner faction of humanity, they are one of the principle manifestations of Reynolds’s hard science, typically taking months of sustained acceleration to reach cruising velocity and, subsequently, years to transit from one star system to another. 
3 Non-space opera examples of contemporary sf with an interest in the debate between determinism and free will include, for instance, Ted Chiang’s ‘The Story of Your Life’ (1998) or the anthology The Machine of Death, eds. Ryan North, Mathew Bernnardo, and David Malki (Venice, CA: Bearstache Books, 2010). The work of Reynolds differs, however, in his exploration of the physics underpinning each philosophical position.
4 Shanks’s article discussed the ‘maximally informative’ physical state from which it is necessary for determinism to be a credible metaphysical thesis.
5 See, for instance, Martin Davis. Engines of Logic: Mathematicians and the origin of the Computer. New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2000.
6 While the novels suggest that the Inhibitors selectively utilise some quantum principles – i.e., ‘when Inhibitor machinery moved, it did so without any hint of Newtonian reaction’, Reynolds, 2003, 322  – their overall tendency, from their avoidance of ‘hypometric’ weapons to their eschewing of higher order organising intelligence unless absolutely necessary, speaks to how Reynolds frames them as agents of classical physics.  
7 See the discussion of Penrose in Hodgson, 2002. 103
8 Brane Theory as embraced by Reynolds in Absolution Gap suggests ‘that the universe the senses spoke of was but one sliver of something vaster, one laminate layer in a stacked ply of adjacent realities’ (351). It originates as a response to ‘a conundrum within String Theory known as the hierarchy problem’ (the weakness of gravity compared to the other fundamental forces) and proposes that ‘the particles which made up most of the universe were glued to a particular braneworld, a particular slice of the laminate of branes that the theory referred to as the bulk’ (351, 352).
9 ‘Signal to Noise’ was first published in the collection Zima Blue and Other Stories (San Francisco: Night Shade Books, 2006). ‘Cardiff Afterlife’ first appeared in The Big Issue Cymru, August 2008.
10 Chronologically the first and second stories set in the Revelation Space universe, ‘The Great Wall of Mars’ and ‘Glacial’ were the fourth and fifth published respectively. ‘The Great Wall of Mars’, which introduces the characters of Clavain, Galiana, and Felka, was originally published in Spectrum SF #1 (February 2000), the story was later republished in Gardner Dozois’s The Year's Best Science Fiction: Eighteenth Annual Collection (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2001) and, later, in Reynolds’s collection of Revelation Space stories Galactic North (London: Gollancz, 2006). ‘Glacial’ first appeared in Spectrum SF #5 (March 2001), and was then reprinted in Dozois’s The Year's Best Science Fiction: Nineteenth Annual Collection (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2002, and in Galactic North.
11 Thorne, like Reynolds, has lately turned to science fiction as a way of exploring the cutting edge of theoretical physics, conceiving of the premise for, and serving as consultant and executive producer for, Christopher Nolan’s 2014 film Interstellar. 
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